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Abstract. Automatic and semi-automatic blood pressure meters are widespread in home health 
monitoring. However, their results are not accurate and reproducible enough, the reliability of self-
assessment is not satisfactory and medical doctors have reservations about their results. The aim of 
this study was to increase the accuracy and reproducibility of the indirect, cuff-based blood 
pressure measurement with the help of the photoplethysmographic (PPG) signal. The additional 
information gained from the PPG signal during slow inflation provides more accurate results than 
conventional indirect methods and assures that the cuff pressure only slightly (by less than 10 mm 
Hg) exceeds the systolic pressure. Measuring the pulse wave transit time and its variation during 
slow inflation and deflation makes it possible to characterize the sympathetic control of the 
cardiovascular system and the rigidity of the brachial arteries. The PPG signal also indicates if the 
cuff is placed or inflated improperly. The method has been validated making 420 measurements on 
51 subjects. 

Key words: blood pressure measurement, photoplethysmographic signal, home health monitoring, 
reproducibility, rigidity of arteries. 

1. INTRODUCTION

A single measurement does not give enough information to qualify the blood 
pressure of a person as normal or pathological. The blood pressure varies during 
the day. Variations 20–30 mm Hg are not uncommon even for healthy subjects. 
The white-coat effect is also well known. Many of us have increased blood 
pressure at the doctor’s office. Self-measurement of blood pressure at home 
eliminates the white-coat effect, makes possible measurements always at the 
same phase of the daily activities and promotes the devotion of the person 
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involved to the health keeping process. Inaccurate devices prevent subjects from 
being motivated and impair the medical treatment. It is important to provide 
accurate blood pressure meters for self-monitoring. 

The error rate of commercially available blood pressure meters has been 
investigated in [1,2]. Both the American Association for the Advancement of 
Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) and the British Hypertension Society (BHS) 
have published standards for grading sphygmomanometers. Both standards 
define the mercury sphygmomanometer as a reference device and allow 
substantial deviations. The best grade (A) in the BHS standard allows 40% of the 
results deviate from the reference by more than 5 mm Hg, 15% of the results by 
more than 10 mm Hg and 5% of the results by more than 15 mm Hg. A clinical 
review of a number of presently used blood pressure meters revealed that the 
majority of the devices did not meet the standards [3]. Guidelines are available 
for self-monitoring the blood pressure [4]. 

The oscillometric method is used in the majority of presently available 
devices applicable for home use. These devices are simple to use but not accurate 
enough. 

The aim of this study is to show that the PPG signal, recorded at the fingertip, 
may increase the accuracy by providing extra information related to the blood 
pressure. The PPG signal helps to measure the systolic pressure directly unlike 
the oscillometric method that measures the mean pressure and gives only an 
estimate of the systolic and diastolic pressures. The additional information can 
also be used to detect if the cuff is wrapped up and inflated correctly. 

During cuff-based blood pressure measurement, the occlusion, applied by the 
cuff, changes the biomechanical properties of the brachial artery. This means that 
the measurement changes the pressure values to be measured. Its consequences 
have also been investigated. 

 
 

2. MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 

2.1. The  oscillometric  method 
 
The oscillometric method is used in the majority of present-day cuff-based 

(semi-)automatic blood pressure meters. The method requires neither extra sensor 
nor operator expertise to detect the equality of the cuff pressure to different levels 
of arterial pressure (systolic, diastolic, and mean). The primary measured para-
meter is the arterial mean pressure, indicated by the maximal oscillometric 
amplitude [5]. 

The calculation of systolic and diastolic pressure values is based mainly on 
the amplitudes of the pressure oscillations. The ratio of amplitudes (SM = 
systolic/mean, DM = diastolic/mean) were determined by supposing average 
values for human physiological parameters. When the cuff is on the upper arm, 
SM = 0.4–0.6 and DM = 0.70–0.85 have been reported. Theoretical analysis and 
a model for arterial mechanics have been proposed in [6] with SM = 0.593 and 
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DM = 0.717. The parameters SM and DM show little variation over the normal 
range of blood pressure. However, at high values of systolic pressure SM should 
be lowered and at low values of diastolic pressure DM should be lowered. The 
paper [7] analyses different physiological parameters that influence SM and DM. 

Our detailed analysis revealed that the oscillation amplitude vs. cuff pressure 
curves (and consequently SM and DM) vary from measurement to measurement 
even for the same person tested at rest. The actual values of these parameters are 
unknown during an oscillometric blood pressure measurement. Consequently, the 
oscillometric blood pressure meters give only an estimate for the arterial systolic 
and diastolic pressures. The derivative oscillometry [5] determines the systolic 
and diastolic pressures based on the change of oscillation amplitudes during 
deflation. The accuracy is reported to be about the same as that of conventional 
oscillometry. 

New oscillometric blood pressure measuring devices take into account not 
only the amplitude but also the shape of oscillometric pulses. The application of 
shape evaluation decreases the number of results with unacceptable (> 15%) 
error. 

 
2.2. The  PPG  signal  as  an  aid 

 
The PPG signal [8,9] indicates volume changes in the blood vessels. The 

occlusion of the brachial artery influences the pulsation in the PPG signal 
measured at the fingertip. 

Figure 1 shows the pressure – time function of an upper arm cuff and the PPG 
signal taken from the fingertip of a young healthy subject at rest. The cuff of the 
automatic meter was inflated slowly.  The systolic pressure (117 mm Hg) displayed  
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Cuff pressure and PPG signal at the fingertip during measurement with an upper arm cuff. 
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by the meter (OMRON M4) correlates well with the cuff pressure measured 
during inflation when the last pulse appeared in the PPG signal. 

During deflation it was found that when the pressure of the upper arm cuff 
decreased below the systolic pressure, the first opening and the following 1–2 
openings of the artery remained undetected in the PPG signal taken at the 
fingertip. This can also be seen in Fig. 1. The cuff pressure is 107 mm Hg when 
the first pulse in the PPG signal reappears. It is for 14 mm Hg less than the cuff 
pressure when the last pulse in the PPG signal was present during slow inflation. 
When the cuff was inflated slowly, pulses in the PPG signal taken from the 
fingertip were present until the cuff pressure exceeded the systolic pressure. 

The PPG signal can be measured on the upper arm; paper [10] suggests to use 
wavelength 560 nm (green) to increase the signal/noise ratio. The pattern of hand 
arteries varies with subjects. Six main types of hand arteries have been defined 
in [11]. It is not possible to designate an anatomical landmark point on the hand to 
record the PPG signal reliably for everybody. The PPG signal was recorded 
simultaneously also with a wrist cuff meter. No place was found on the palm 
close to the cuff where pulses in the PPG signal appeared during deflation earlier 
than in the PPG signal at the fingertip. 

 
2.3. Pulse  wave  velocity 

 
Pulse wave velocity (PWV) is taken as an average over the distance from the 

heart to the fingertip. The PWV can be calculated by recording the ECG and PPG 
signals. Progressing through the arteries, PWV depends also on blood pressure. 
Many attempts have been made to make use of PWV during the blood pressure 
measurement. Based on PWV, the blood pressure variation can be estimated even 
without using a cuff [12–16]: 
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Here P  is blood pressure, v  is pulse wave velocity, E  is the Young modulus of 
arterial wall 0(E  is its value at ),0=P  h  is the thickness and d  the inner radius 
of the artery, ρ  is blood density, a  is a constant, L  is the distance between the 
heart and the fingertip and PTT∆  is the pulse transit time. The time delay between 
the ECG and the PPG signal, ,EPT∆  is the sum of the pre-ejection time, ,PET∆  
and the pulse transit time, PTT∆  
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. +  = PTPEEP TTT ∆∆∆                                         (4) 
 

The relation between the local pressure and flow in the artery is described 
in [17]. Since PTT∆  cannot be measured easily, EPT∆  is used instead. 

The parameter EPT∆  is influenced also by factors other than blood pressure. 
This would cause substantial error if the blood pressure were estimated only on 
the basis of .EPT∆  Paper [13] suggests intermittent calibration with a cuff-based 
meter in every 5 minutes. It is shown that very low frequency (VLF) fluctuations 
in the PPG signal (and consequently in )EPT∆  originate in the activity of the 
sympathetic nervous system [18]. When the PPG signal is taken from both hands, 
the effect of the VLF fluctuations in EPT∆  can be reduced [19]. This helps 
usually, but not always, to determine the diastolic pressure based on .EPT∆  
Paper [20] suggests using the PWV as an indicator of the state of the arteries. 

The PWV can also be used to characterize the arterial distensibility. Paper [21] 
shows that the time delay between the ECG R-peak and the PPG pulse arrival to 
the toe and also the difference in the transit time of the blood pressure pulses 
between the toe and finger decrease with age but do not depend on the diastolic 
pressure. Our measurements show that both the initial value (completely deflated 
cuff) and the increase in EPT∆  during a cuff-based blood pressure measurement 
is greater in senior (50–60 year old) males than in the young (22–25) ones 
(monitoring the PPG signal at the fingertip). The change in the transit time, as a 
function of cuff pressure, is different during inflation and deflation. The reason is 
that the occlusion results in changes of the biomechanical properties of the 
arteries. 

 
2.4. Subjects  and  experimental  protocol 

 
The number of subjects tested in the course of the reported experimental 

research work was 51 including 43 young (22–26 years old) and 8 senior (40–61 
years old) subjects. There were 3 young and 2 senior female subjects in the tested 
group. The subjects had no known cardiovascular disease. Altogether 420 
recordings were taken. 

Commercially available automatic blood pressure monitors OMRON MX3 
(with wrist cuff) and OMRON M4 (with upper arm cuff) were used. By 
regulating the motor control voltage, the inflation rate of the upper arm cuff 
could be set to 3–5 (mm Hg)/s for the tests. The cuff pressure, PPG at the 
fingertip and Einthoven lead I ECG were measured in parallel to analyse the 
effect of cuff pressure on the PPG signal and on the delay between the ECG and 
the PPG signal, .EPT∆  

To test the effect of the duration of total occlusion of the left brachial artery, 
the maximum cuff pressure of an OMRON M4 meter was set for 20–90 mm Hg 
higher than the estimated systolic value. 
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2.5. The  measurement  set-up 
 
The measurement set-up was built around a PCL-818 (Advantech Co. Ltd.) 

PC peripheral card. Four channels (cuff pressure, Einthoven lead I ECG, two 
PPG signals) were recorded, 1000 samples/s each. The resolution of measuring 
the ECG and the PPG signals was 9 effective bits ).( ppUU∆  The cuff pressure 
was measured with a resolution of 0.05 mm Hg. This high resolution was assured 
by measuring the average time period of 512 cycles instead of the output 
frequency of the pressure sensor. 

 
 

3. RESULTS 
 
Figure 2 shows the result of 59 measurements taken from 14 healthy subjects 

(from 22 to 52 year old males) using the OMRON MX3 meter. In the majority of 
measurements the first pulse in the PPG signal during deflation appeared at a 
higher cuff pressure than the systolic pressure reported by the meter. 

When the cuff is on the upper arm, the first opening of the brachial artery 
during deflation may remain undetected in the PPG signal taken at the fingertip. 
Figure 3 shows the results of 47 measurements. 

The time delay between the first opening of the brachial artery and the first 
pulse detected in the PPG signal at the fingertip depends on the duration of the 
total occlusion of the artery.  Figure 4 shows the results for four subjects.  Four or  
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Cuff pressure when the first pulse appeared in the PPG signal vs. systolic blood pressure 
displayed by the meter with a wrist cuff. 
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five measurements were completed on each subject with 5-minute pauses. The 
longer is the total occlusion, the longer is the time delay. 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Cuff pressure when the first pulse reappeared in the PPG signal vs. systolic blood pressure 
displayed by the meter with an upper arm cuff. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Cuff pressure when first pulse reappears in PPG vs. duration of the total occlusion of the 
brachial artery; measurement series of four subjects. 
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The PPG signal taken from the fingertip can be used to detect the systolic 
pressure if the upper arm cuff is inflated slowly. The cuff pressure when the last 
pulse appears in the PPG signal is recommended to be taken as the systolic 
pressure. Figure 5 shows the correlation between the systolic values calculated as 
described above and those displayed by the OMRON M4 meter. From 9 subjects 
24 measurements were taken. The average inflation rate was 5 (mm Hg)/s; 
slower inflation rate would decrease the methodical error. 

Amplitude variations in the PPG signal are present also when the cuff is 
completely deflated. When the cuff pressure exceeds the diastolic pressure, the 
amplitude and the slope of the pulse in the PPG signal decrease. The shape of the 
leading edge of the pulse also changes. The shape of the leading edge (and the 
change in it) is different from person to person. Figure 6 shows a typical change 
observed while testing a 44 year old male with slightly elevated diastolic pressure. 
The leading edges of the pulses in the PPG signal are drawn in the figure aligned at 
their maximum values. The occlusion of the brachial artery, even if it lasts for only 
a fraction of the heart cycle, results in the elevation of the end-diastolic level of the 
PPG signal. The heart cycles can be divided into two groups according to the end-
diastolic level of the PPG signal. If the cuff pressure is lower than the diastolic one, 
the end-diastolic level is lower. The two groups are formed on the basis of the cuff 
pressure. The highest pressure in the first group is 91 mm Hg and the lowest cuff 
pressure in the second group is 95 mm Hg. In the first group the diastolic pressure 
is close to the highest cuff pressure. In case of the measurements shown in Fig. 6, 
the diastolic pressure is close to 91 mm Hg. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5. Cuff pressure when the last pulse was detected in the PPG signal during slow inflation vs. 
systolic blood pressure displayed by the meter with an upper arm cuff. 
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               Time, ms 
 

Fig. 6. Dependence of the end-diastolic level of the PPG signal on the cuff pressure. 
 

 

During slow inflation, the steep decrease in the amplitude of the PPG, the 
change in the shape of the leading edge and the change in the end-diastolic level 
could always be observed when the upper arm cuff pressure was around the 
diastolic pressure. 

Based on the PPG signal the proper placement and inflation of the cuff can be 
checked. When the cuff pressure is above the arterial systolic pressure, pulsation 
in the PPG signal should cease. In Fig. 7 pulses in the PPG signal are present dur-  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 7. Cuff pressure and PPG signal during measurement with a loosely wrapped up cuff. Note 
that pulses in the PPG signal do not disappear. 
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    Cuff pressure, mm Hg 

 
Fig. 8. The dependence of EPT∆  on the cuff pressure during slow inflation and deflation. 

 
 
ing the whole measurement process. This indicates that the cuff was unable to 
occlude the brachial artery. However, based on the amplitudes of the oscillo-
metric pulses the blood pressure meter was able to calculate the systolic blood 
pressure. Resulting from the improper occlusion, the meter displayed both the 
systolic and diastolic pressure by 15 mm Hg (12%) above the real value. 

The function )( cuffEP PT∆  is different during inflation and deflation. Figure 8 
shows EPT∆  measured during slow inflation and deflation. To cancel the effect 
of breathing, the 52 year old male held his breath during the measurement. The 

)( cuffEP PT∆  curves and the difference during inflation and deflation help to 
characterize the rigidity of the arteries and the sympathetic control of the cardio-
vascular system. 
 
 

4. DISCUSSION 
 
The PPG signal helps to determine the systolic pressure during cuff-based 

indirect measurement though the exact relation between the arterial pulsation and 
the microcirculation is not known. 

As the cuff occludes the artery, the systolic and diastolic pressures change. 
Monitoring EPT∆  before inflation and after deflation offers additional informa-
tion and helps to compensate the distortion caused by the cuff. Breathing 
influences the systolic blood pressure. The resulting variation in the systolic 
pressure can be as high as 10 mm Hg. Monitoring EPT∆  for some breathing 
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cycles offers the possibility of averaging the systolic values, increasing the repro-
ducibility of the measurement. 

Ambulatory 24-hour monitoring characterizes the blood pressure of a person 
much better than a few measurements. However, wearing the cuff for a day is 
uncomfortable; the inflation distorts the real values. A long-term monitoring of 
the pulse wave velocity offers a good compromise showing the trends in the 
systolic pressure without the need of a cuff. 

Pulses in the PPG signal disappear when the cuff pressure is above the 
systolic value. If the cuff is not properly placed around the upper arm, pulses do 
not disappear in the PPG signal. Conventional oscillometric devices are unable to 
detect this erroneous situation and display a false result. Based on the PPG 
signal, the improper placement can be detected and the operator warned. 

The function ),( cuffEP PT∆  recorded during slow inflation and deflation, shows 
the reaction of the sympathetic control of the tested person to the occlusion of the 
brachial artery. This is an important parameter for the assessment of the cardio-
vascular system. During inflation, EPT∆  increases as cuff pressure increases. The 
increase starts at low cuff pressure and in general there is no steep change in it 
when the cuff pressure equals the diastolic pressure. Our measurements show that 
the occlusion changes the biomechanical properties of the arteries. The function 

EPT∆  vs. cuff pressure is steeper during deflation than inflation for the majority 
of the tested persons [19]. Also, the almost linear change in the amplitude of the 
PPG signal around the diastolic pressure during inflation is usually not present 
during deflation. For this reason the systolic and diastolic pressures are suggested 
to be determined during slow inflation of the cuff. 
 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The PPG signal is able to detect the pulse waves in the arterial blood flow. 

This makes it possible to detect the complete occlusion of the artery and 
consequently the systolic pressure. When the cuff pressure exceeds the diastolic 
pressure, the amplitude of the pulses decreases in the PPG signal and the shape of 
the leading edge of the pulses and the end-diastolic level also change. This helps 
to determine the diastolic pressure. The improperly placed or inflated cuff is 
easily detected by analysing the PPG signal. The sensor, needed for monitoring 
the PPG signal, can easily be added to contemporary (semi-)automatic blood 
pressure monitors. The described method increases accuracy and repeatability of 
automatic blood pressure meters with upper arm cuff. 
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Fotopletüsmograafilise  signaali  kasutamine  vererõhu  
kaudse  mõõtmise  täpsuse  suurendamiseks 

 
Ákos Jobbágy 

 
Automaatsed ja poolautomaatsed vererõhumõõturid on terviseseires väljas-

pool haiglat laialdast kasutust leidnud. Kahjuks on nende mõõturite näidud eba-
täpsed ning mõõtetulemuste korratavus ja usaldatavus väike, mistõttu suhtuvad 
arstid nendesse teatud kahtlusega. Töö eesmärgiks oli fotopletüsmograafilise 
signaali kasutamine vererõhu kaudse, mansetti kasutava mõõtmise täpsuse ja kor-
ratavuse suurendamiseks. Täiendav info, mida fotopletüsmograafiline signaal 
annab pulsilaine leviaja ja selle variatsioonide kohta manseti aeglase täitumise ja 
tühjenemise käigus, iseloomustab kardiovaskulaarse süsteemi sümpaatilise regu-
latsiooni ja arterite jäikuse mõju mõõtetulemusele. Meetod võimaldab kindlaks 
teha ka manseti ebasobiva paigalduse. Kirjeldatud meetodit kontrolliti 420 mõõt-
mise käigus 51 katsealusel. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


